Abstract-In this paper, we prove that the circle multiplication associated with the shifted 'I% bonacci sequence: (2'2)) is associative for all s 2 5.
INTRODUCTION
The Fibonacci sequence {Fn},,lo is defined by: and he proves directly that this operation, which may be called "Fibonacci multiplication", is associative.
Fibonacci multiplication and its generalizations were also studied by Arnoux [3] , Grabner, Petho, Tichy and Woeginger [4] , and Messaoudi [5] . They have interesting dynamical interpre tations associated with a shifted dynamical system arising from a substitution (see [3, 5] ).
Let us now consider the Tribonacci sequence: {T?)}, where n E Z, s E Z+, defined by 
i=S
The author wishes to express his thanks to the anonymous referee for substantial corrections and improvements to this paper. Typeset by An/is-W PII: SO893-9659(02) where ei = 0, 1, and e~¢~+~e~+2 = 0, Vi. We define Tribonacci multiplication in a manner analogous to Fibonacci multiplication, and denote it by %.
It has been proved that o, is not associative for all s _< 2 (see [5] ), and is associative for all s > 9 (see [4, 5] ). Arnoux has conjectured that o, is associative for all s > 3.
In this paper, we prove the following theorem. THEOREM 1. o s is associative for all s > 5.
DYNAMICAL INTERPRETATION
The polynomial P(x) = x 3 -x 2 -x -1 has two complex roots c~ and & of modulus < 1 and a real root > 1, where a has negative imaginary part. Let s ~ Z. We consider the bounded set (see Figures 1 and 2) /+f }
This set is called the Ranzy fractal (see [6] ), it is a compact connected set with fractal boundary and it induces a periodic tiling of the complex plane. Let A = {0, 1, 2}. Let A* be the set of finite words over A and A z+ be the set of infinite words over A. We call Tribonacci substitution, the application a : A ~-* A* defined by a(0) = 01, a(1) = 02, a(2) = 0. We extend a by concatenation to A z+ and we denote it also by a. The substitution a has a unique fixed point u = (un)n>0. Let ~ be the closure of the orbit of u under the shift map S : A z+ ~-~ A z+, S(xn) = (x,,+x), ~2 = {Sn(u) : n E Z+}. The pair (~,S) is called a shifted dynamical system arising from the substitution a (see [7] ). It is well known (see [7, 8] ) that (~, S) has a unique invariant measure under S, and that it is metrically isomorphic to an exchange of three pieces in the set £,, where the quotient is a rotation Ra of angle c~ '-1 on the 2-torus T 2. It was proved in [5] that os is associative if, and only if, the orbit of 0 under Ra is closed under multiplication. In particular R~(0).R~a (0) = R~°m(o) Vm, n e Z +. This is equivalent to the stability of ~s under complex multiplication.
PROOF OF THE THEOREM
In what follows, we denote ~3 by ~, the set {xy : x, y E C} by £.C. If w E ~ and r > 0, we denote {x + w : x E ~} by £ + w, {wx : x E £} by wE, and the closed disk of center w and radius r by D(w, r), • ad) (for the lexicografical order) for all k > s 1, and e8-1 < al. It was proved in [4] that there exists an integer, so, such that 08 is associative V s > so. The problem is that so may be very large, but the method we used here will probably minimize so.
